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you can get from it, even if it’s just play
or craft ideas. Go ahead, check it out
on ...

all at the same time. We hope they
were equally enthusiastic with the
clean up when the creations were
complete.

Birthdays

If you are looking for inspiration you
may like to construct a simple poppy
garland in recognition of Anzac Day as
this family has…

https://learningfromhome.govt.nz/resources

What’s
Happening?

Kia ora Everyone.
How unusual it has felt, being away
from the school community at a stage
when we are generally fully into school
and doing sports etc – missing you all!
I hope you are all going well in your
bubbles. Thank you to everyone for
giving distance learning your best
effort over the recent days. Thanks
also to our teachers for the different
ways they have found to keep learning
interesting. As always, they have all
found things that suit their approaches, and brought their own flavour to
learning.

I want to remind everyone not to get
too stressed if your kids have days
when distance learning doesn’t seem
to be going all that well. It’s fine to do
different things some days - learn
about gardening, cook together, catch
some of the education TV. If you have
more than one child that you’re supporting, put them on a rotation if
needed – one reads a book or watches
an appropriate slot of the TV schedule,
while you work with another for a few
minutes, and then swap them over.
Kids will be used to this – teachers run
rotations most days! I’ve heard of
some families that are supporting their
kids to catch up online with a video
chat forum. It is good that the kids can
keep in touch and talk with friends, so
well done for all who have been able
to do this.

Government Learning Packs
I’ve had a couple of queries about the
learning packs the government were
advertising. These are targeted for
families that are not able to get online,
and are going first to lower decile
schools. We have very high levels of
engagement on our distance learning.
This has huge advantages for your children, because the work is specific, and
then teachers can follow on with
themes later when we get back to
school, whereas the packs they send
out are generic and unmonitored.
Online learning also means your children hear from their teacher and
keeps them in contact. We do have a
couple of families that cannot get decent internet at their place, so we have
sent our own material to them. As
mentioned previously, if you are having access issues with devices at your
place, I have school Chromebooks that
can be issued to you. Please email me
if you need any of these –
principal@hinuera.school.nz

Alert Level 3
As emailed earlier, we will open the
school next week for any children that
have no home supervision options
when caregivers return to work. We
only have a small number registered as
returning, and will only operate one
bubble of up to ten students. See
Covid-19 Update Newsletter 6 for information about registering your child
if they need to return to school under
Level 3. Our thanks to Holly Kirkham
for teaching this class. Anny and I will
also be onsite, as well as the builders. I
ask that people do not drop in to

school once we are back. We will be
maintaining strict bubbles and the
office door will remain locked, even if
attended. If you need to contact us at
all, phone and email remain the best
option, and then any need to come to
school can be discussed and can be by
appointment.
Thanks again to you all for your support. Kia kaha.
Dean McDonnell – Principal.

While we have all been away from
school we have had a few of our students celebrating their birthdays. Because they have been unable to share
the fun of their special day with their
friends in the classroom we thought
we would give them a special shout
out via the newsletter so here goes…
A big happy birthday to
Rene van Zuydam
Will Hawke
Evie Hudson
Taylah Thompson
William Spilsbury
Harry Collins
Charlotte Cherry
Daisy McGurk
Tabitha Richards
And in a day or two: Madison Emson,
Cooper Polaschek and Eva Olesen

Crafts and Creations

Covid Catchup
With Matamata in particular being a
bit of a hot spot for Covid infections, it
has been a good thing that we have
been able to isolate so effectively. We
would just like to encourage our families to maintain their efforts of hygiene
and isolation as required. This will be
an ongoing mission for a while but as a
school we are committed to doing all
that we can to keep your children engaged and safe.

Many of our families will have been
busy both inside and out doing all
manner of activities to keep everyone
happy and occupied. Check out the
deJong family who were absorbed in
designing and creating a “Weta Hotel”
as a result of a reading task they were
set…

By Lucas Jamieson R6
It was a hot and dry summer day. I
was out exploring in the back garden
when suddenly I saw a sparkle coming
from the left hand side of the garden,
which was the sparkle of a beautiful
shiny blue egg. There was a noise of
cracking. I was interested in that noise
so I went closer, then out came a red
dragon with wings and horns. Taking
him inside I started to teach him some
little tricks like how to fly and to come
on command. He was a really nice and
playful dragon. I found out that he had
a secret power that was invisibility, so
when he was in danger he could disappear and be safe from any enemies
that where trying to hurt him. We ended up being
friends for ever
and going on the
most exciting adventures.

By Roman Watkins R6
The wind blows in my face as I march
across the dry lands, I hear crickets
whistling in the dry grass, lion’s roaring, I feel worried, mad that they sent
me out here, scared anxious desperate
to stay alive I hold the gun in my
sweaty hands. The rest
of the crew stands
strongly AAAAH…….

STUDENT WRITING
Check out some of the fantastic
writing that has come through from
Mr Cordery’s talented students:

MOE Support
We are lucky to be living in an age
where children can access so much
good learning online. If you are still
struggling for ideas, a valuable source
for material at all levels is the MOE
website. Take time to have a look.
You may be surprised at how much

Just a simple poppy shape cut out and
coloured in, with balls of red crepe
paper glued on to make them stand
out and look extra special.
This year in particular we are reminded of the sacrifices of so many as their
lives were turned upside down in
fighting a war, just as we, in measure,
have had our lives changed in fighting
this invisible viral threat. But the good
news is… it did eventually come to an
end, peace and order were restored,
and society learned some tremendously valuable lessons.

Jacinda was born in Hamilton New Zealand on 26
July 1980. I think it’s
pretty amazing that she
was the youngest woman
to ever be a Prime Minister at only 37!

By Sarie Morton R6
An Interesting New Zealander called
Jacinda Ardern ...

Looks like a whole lot of chaos and fun

I think Jacinda Ardern is special because she leads our country as the
Prime Minister! That’s a big job!

The Long War
By Cooper Hart R6

Soldiers marching,
Hard metal guns,
Camouflage paints,
Super, super heavy packs,
Feeling scared,
Off to war.

